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INTRODUCTION 

PUFFT is " very fast translator for ·the FORTRAN IV language descri~! " 
, the IBM document C28-6390, Version l3 FORTRAN IV language. It is • ''One-pass' 
c.ompi Ie-end-go" system 'whIch reads. FORTRAN IV program and compiles it into 
m.chine language written directly into the IBH 7094 computer memory. 

The technique used in PUFFT necessitates introducing" few minor diffe~ 
ences from the IBM FORTRAN IV. Host of the differences should not concern the 
average user at all. The most import~nt d;lff. ' ,concerns the ordering of 
certain statements. For example, in progr • . ,; ) ' , DIMENSION, COMMON. and EQUI-
VALENCE statements, .11 the DIMENSION stat ' .t . • ppear before all the 
COMMON statements. which in turn must .ppe .• · ~ re';.11 the EQUIVALENCE state-
ments. The section of this .. nual on sequen"cing rules contains ful' deuils. 
PUFFT detects any violation of the sequencing rules and prints an error message 
on the program listing. 

, 
PUFFT accepts only FORTRAN IV source decks. It neither produces nor accepts 

binary decks. 

PROGRAM SIZE 

PUFFT is designed to handle short to medium length programs. It is diffi
cult to give e)(act size~,Jimit.tions, but. good rule of thumb is that ""PUFFT jobs 
should contain no more than about 1500 source language statements and .~hPuld use 
no more than 3000 words of storage for arrays. If a program exceeds the storage 
limitation of PUFFT, a diagnostic message is written, and execution is deleted. 

SEQUENCING RULES 

A. The follOWing statements, if they appear in e progra~. ~st appear before any 
e)(ecuteble statements and in the order indicated: 

I. Type .nd OIMENS ION. 

Type includes COMPLEX, DOUBLE PRECISION, INTEGER, REAL, 
and LOGICAL. There is no ordering requirement among the 
tj~ and DIMENSION statements. 

2. COHHON. 

Labelled and blank COHMON may be intenmixed according to 
FORTRAN IV rules. 

3. EQUIVALENCE. 

4. DATA. 

This refers to the DATA state.ont as defined in the 
FORTRAN IV IIOn ... I.' 

5. Arithmetic statement function definitions. 
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B. The statements ENTRY ~~!J~EXT!'RNAl, and FORMAT .re included among 
the ulbutdli' titlZitnts for ' the purposes of these sequencing ru1e$ .• 

c. Only one of the statements FUNCTION, SUBROUTINE. and BLOCK DATA ~y 
appear in anyone subprogr... Such a statement must be the first state
ment in the subprogr~. 

D. The statement END must be the last statement of each subprogram. It is 
translated .5 a RETURN in subrout ~ ~e5 or funetions and .5 • STOP in the 
mIIln program. 

</. 
E. A BLOCK DATA subpnllP.~ enters data into a block of labelled COMMON " 

must appear ahead 0' .~~her subp~r.m in which that block of labelled 
COMMON is declared. 

F. A NAMELIST statement. if it is used, must appear among the executable 
statements of • program, and must precede any use of the MIme being deH.ned. :-

I NPIIT/OIITPIIT 

PUFFT uses the standard tape assignments of Version 13 FORTRAN IV. log i'ca" 
unit 5 is the system input tape and unit 6 is the system output tape. No other 
uni ts are avat lab1e. 

",. JtEAD n, l and PRINT n, l use the system input and output units and are the 
preferred statement forms,: 

READ n, L is equivalent to READ(5,n)L 
PRINT n, L is equivalent to WRITE(6~ n)L 

PUFFT accepts 
During ccwnpi1ation 
exarnp Ie: 

quote marks around Hollerith fields in FORHAT statements. 
the field is translated into a standard Hollerith field. 

'BCD DATA' is translated to : 008HBCD DATA 

For 

The quote mark appears on most keypunches as either a quote mark (') or at 
sign «(ii). It is the 4-8 punch combination. Quote Nrks ar :-..-not permitted in 
fonnats read in at execution tj~ or created with DATA stat ... nts. 

SYSTEM FUNCTIONS AND SUBROUTINES 

The PUFFT sy·st_ includes all the standard FORTRAN IV subroutines and func
tions mentioned in Chapter 5 of the Version 13 FORTRAN IV manUlI, except ERF, 
GAMMA and AlGAMA. PUFFT includes the built-in functions of figure 8 of that · 
manual. the mathematical subroutines of figure 9 of that ~nual, and subroutines 
such as DUMP and PDUMP mentioned elsewhere in that chapter. DUMP and PDUMP in 
particular are especia1.y useful for p~r .. debugging. 
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PUFFT contains the three Mechlne d..,~d.nt functions AND. OR. and CO"PL. 
as well as corresponding Integer functions tAND :~IOR~nd tCOKPL, documented 
in AppendIx H of the IBM .. nual. 

Two subroutines provIde date and time infoMmetion: 

CALL OATE(A) 

returns to A the current date (month~ dey, year) as a BCD word: 

HHOOVY 

CALL CLOCK (A) 

'returns to A the current time (hours, minutes, seconds) as a BCD word: 

"HIIII55 , 
For exaMple, December II, 1970 It 7:46:24 pm is: 

121170 194624 

Note that 24 hour time Is used. 

Another PUFFT syste. function is RECDlS, a random nunber generator. It is 
designed to supply pseudo-rand~ floating point numbers with a rectangular distri
bution in the interval (0.1). Successive numbers in the sequence are supplied 
as the values of the function RECDlS(X). X is • dummy variable. and any variable 
name may be used in Its p'ace. Thus the state.ent A • RECDlS(X) places the next 
random nuMber in A. The statement sequence: 

.00 5 I-I, 1000 
5 A{I) - RECOI5(X) 

generates a table of 1000 ranOo. numbers in the array A. 

The random numbers are generated by multiplying a number called RANDO" by 
the constant 5**15 (30,517.578,125). The result is. new value of RANDOM which 
is then used -. ;- the multiplier In generating the next random number. The system 
initially sets RANDOM to the same value as the multiplying constant (5**15), but 
the user may select a different value of the initial .ultiplier by the statement: 

CALL 5TORNH(integer) 

where "integer" is any positive odd integer less than 2**35, and gruter than one. 
The current value of the ~ltipl1er RANDOM .. y be retrieved by the stateMent: 

CALL GETNM(L) 

which p'aces into L the value of RAN~M that will next be used as a multiplier. 
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SPECIAL FEATURES OF PUFFT 

A.~ 'Subscript Checking 

A standard option of PUFFT oompilltion is the generation of code to check 
the values taken on by subscripts during execution of the object program. Each 
place I subs~ripted .rray reference is ~de in the source program, code is gen
erated to check the values of the subscripts against the dimensions decl.re~ 
for the .rray_ If a subscript is outside its declared range, I diagnostic is 
printed and execution i.~~lMted. ' 

Actually, only i address computed for an .rray element lies. out-
side the bounds of the an error detected. Thus. single subscript "'in • 
multiply subscripted ar be greater than its declared Mliximum withou~ gen-
erating an error. The Inc Ius of the subscript checking feature adds one ee1-1 
of object code and causes several extra instructions to be executed for each 
subscripted array ref,.erence in the program. For MOst programs, however, the 
checking adds a, val~le debugging aid. 

8. Address Checking 

Several other types of address checking are also normally made by the PUFFT , . 
system. These provide checking on such items as incorrect number of arguments 
on function and subroutine calls, errors in specifying dummy routines, and attempt5 , 
to store data over code. 

c. Res ident Subprogram library 

A library of numerical analysis and other routines is maintained with the 
PUFFT system. These routines are taken from SHARE, from the Purdue FORTRAN sub
routine library, from the library of the Nuclear Division of Union Carbide Corp
oration at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, and from several other sources. A list of 
available routines (Lo-PUFTLI8) and their descriptions may be obtained at the 
DoCUMent Station. 

No special action is required to use these subroutin:s _and functions. After 
compiling the user's source deck, PUFFT references the Hbr .. -FY for any undefined 
subprogram name. Any time it finds one, the message: 

**0** n.me COMPILED FROM LIBRARY 

is written, giving the name of the routine. 
for these routines, although the object code 
their object code. . 

No source I isting or map is 
listing, if requested, will 

produced 
Inelupe 

The library is fluid, and other FORTRAN IV routines, such as special routines 
required for class assignments, may be included by arrangement with the to.puting 
Center librarian. 
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D. Hollerith Con.tants 

As indicated in the section on input/output. Hollerith strings enct06ed 
in quote marks (~8 punch) mey be used in fonnet statements. Hol1erith constants. 
mey also be enclosed In quote merks in the other places they are valid: DATA 
statement values and parameters In subroutine CALL statements: 

" 'THIS IS' 

is the same as 
7HTHIS IS 

E. ANSI Standard FORTRAN Cooopatibi I i ty 

The PUFFT compiler meets or exceeds the Ameri~n National Standards Instit~te 
(ANSI) Fortran Standard (X3.9-1g66). with the followi"Yk~pti9.ns: , " , , 

I. The G-specification in input/output tonnet: U"U is not 
supported. .'.' , 

2. The real end ·li'uble pree1S1on cons tent forms: 

;imnnE~e nnnnDee 

" 

where nnnn is a string of digits, possibly preceded by 
a sign, and ee is any valid exponent, are not supported. 

PUFFT requires that there be a deci ... point 
somewhere before the E or D. 

, 
Variations from the ANSI FORTRAN .Standard within the .rules of IBM 7094 FORTAAN 

IV, as MOdified by this guide. are nOt i·ndicated ; 

COMPILATION AND EXECUTION OUfPUT 

A PUFFT run normally produces a listing of the 
of all diagnostic messag"es produced during the run. 
control cards, the source listing may be totally or 
diagnostic mass- ges mey never be suppressed. 

source language pnogram and 
As discussed in the secti&n on 

pardal1y suppress.ed, but the • 

PUFFT provides many diagnostic messages in response to source language errors, 
and some in response to run ti~ errors. A severity code is associated with each 
source language diagnostic message. Hessages with severity code 0 are comments to 
the programmer and do not nonmally mean an error has occurred. Messages with sev
erity codes I and 2 are warnings, and ~ssages with severity code 3 indicate fatal 
erroJ"s that r.sult in deletion or temination of ..execution. 

To the right of each line of the source language listing is an octal number 
that corresponds to an address in the object progr.m listing when the LIST option 
is invoked. For those source pnogram l.ngu.ge state.ents for which code is gen
er.ted, this .ddress is the starting address of that code. Because of the c~ 
piling technique. the first execut.ble st.tement following. DATA st.tement norMally 
has an incorrect address. The address of the first DATA st.tement in the p~r.m is 
the correct .ddress for tMs st.t .... nt. 
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2. HAP 

This option e.~ses the na.e and absolute address of .11 variables 'and .rrays 
to be listed .fter· e.ch 5ubpro9r~t end the names and starting addresses of ~11 
subprogram and common blocks to be listed .fter the last subprogram. The option 
Is invoked by the LIST and DUMP options. 

3. LIST 

, This option produces a fu1l 1 isting of ,the object code and causes 
option to be invoked. The listing has mn~i iiGfoctal instructions 
addresses. 

the HAP 
and octo' 

The correspondence between source statements and object code produced is 
discussed in the section on PUFFT output. The use of jthis option incr .. s~s pro
cessing time signifiClintly, and it Ihould be used only. wt\en;,needed. 

4, DUMP-Octl,Oct2,C 

This option causes an .rea of computer memory to be dumped if the program is 
tennina-ted dfor any, reeson other than a STOP, CAll EXIT, or CALL OlH4P statement 

'-, bea'ng executed or ,an en~of-fi Ie being rud. The area of memory du.nped is between , 
the octal locations IIOetl" and "Oet2" inclusive. and the! mode of the dump is de
termined from "c" as follows: 

C-O Octal 
c-t F10f1ting point 
t-2 Integer 
C-3 Octal wi th mnerROnic instructions 

Th-e d"'rlp always produces full tines that stert with a cel1 whose oetel address 
ends with "0". The DUMP option also CIIuses the MAP option to be invoked. 

5. TABLE-N 

This option. used with an integer N f~ one through 
of the PUFFT name table to ~e altered to 2**(N+7) words. 
present. the table size i5 4096 (N-5). 

six, permits the size 
If the option is not 

An incress. in the size of the name table may permit PUFFT to run a program 
that othen.is~ gets the ne~table-overflow diagnostic. It also ineruses the 
amount of srece available for blank common storage. An increase in the table size, 
however. 4_creases the room available for the oompiled program. Conversely, a 
decrease ir the size of the name table may perTllit PUFFT to run a progr .... that other
wise ru.,s ott of s~ce. 
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6. NOCHK 

~i. option eliminates execution time checking of subscripts and other 
addr.sses discussed under special features of PUFFT. 

C. The $OPTIONS Cord 

card 
If the fl rst form o~lt,e PUFFT card (wi thout 
may be used to spec;r:w~ 'WWons. if desired. 

Col. 1 
,$OPTIONS ( opt 14 ~ 

options) is used, 
The format of the 

The list of options is the same .5 indicated for the PUFFT card. 

• $OPTIONS 
card i5: :( 

If options . ~re specified on the PUFFT card, the system generates a $PUFFT 
card. Only one $PUFFT or $OPTIONS card is permitted for each job. 

O. The $LIST and $UNLIST Cards 

. , . ~ 

These control cards permit the user to control ~isting of the .$p.urce p~~.m. 
The $UNLIST card suppresses 1 isting of the source program' unti 1 the~~~, $t:"I," 
CIIrd is encountered. Error .ssages will not be suppressed. nor do these caTds ., 
in any way affect the listing of the object program pnoduced by the LIST option 
on the PUFFT card. Unless the $UNLIST card is used, the entire source prOgr~ is 
1 isted. These-icards may appear anywhere in the input program deck. 

, 

E. Other $-Control Cards 

The PUFFT system considers any card with a $ in column 1 to be "a _ control card. 
This is for compatibility with other IBH 7094 systems. All control cards other 
than those recognized are ignored by PUFFT. with a warning message. 

DECK STRUCTURE 

Decks to be run under the PUFFT system are set up In the following order: 

I. The job card. 
2. The PUFFT card. 
3. 7/8/9 end-of-record (EOR) cord. This card h .. 7. 8, and 9 

rows multipunched in column one. 
(4) The $OPTIONS card. If usod. 
S. The FOR'RAN IV program. following PUFFT rules. 

(6) Another 7/8/9 EOR card 'If there are any deta cards. 
(7) Oota cards. if any. _ 
8. 61718/9 end-of- information (JI) card. This card has 

6. 7. 8, and 9 ~ multipunched in coJ~ one. It 
must " be the Jast card of the deck'-

A number in p.trentheses ind~cates an optional item. All others are required. 
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, 

Example l. 
options: 

Standard PUFF! job using default time limit and standa~4 

0
/8/9 END or tRF'OkMAtIlJi'I CARD 

DATA CARDS 

123.456 
END OF RECORD CARD 

PUffT FORTRAN IV PROGRAM 

EAL MICK Y 
7 / 8 / 9 EN RECORD CARD 
PUfn. 

(77777. TLC. 

:'.' 

.'" . 

Example 2. 
'data carda: " 

Using a 16 second time limit and the MAP option, without 

PUfTT fORTRAN I Y PR'OGRAf1 

Example 3. .Using a 16 second time ltmit and the DUMP option specified 
on a $OPTIONS card: 

PUfrr. 
77777!TL ,T 6. 
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